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Abstract
Web Authentication (WebAuthn) is an authentication stan-
dard developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
that enables passwordless login to a website using a variety
of authentication methods. While the security issues of bio-
metrics through WebAuthn and its widespread usage may be
solved by technological advances, we anticipate that various
usability challenges will remain. Therefore, we conducted
a first usability study on passwordless authentication using
WebAuthn-enabled Android smartphones for consumer users.
In particular, we focus on fingerprint authentication as a We-
bAuthn biometric in this study. We conducted objective, quan-
titative (SUS), and subjective analyses for the participants’
behavior and comments and were able to clarify key design
implications, especially pertaining to the setup process. Our
findings cover usability implications applicable to all Android
WebAuthn-enabled sites.

1 Introduction

Biometrics, especially those related fingerprints or the face,
are now common on many smartphones and are utilized by
many users to unlock screens. With fingerprints, the rate at
which users utilize lock screens has increased [6], and the use
of physical user biometric information is now being accepted
as an alternative to entering passwords, PIN numbers, or pat-
terns.

Passwords have traditionally been the most popular form
of Web login. However, passwords come with significant se-
curity and usability problems [2, 10, 13, 16], and users often
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reuse one password for multiple accounts and/or use simple
passwords.

Various methods have been proposed to enhance pass-
words. One of the most common enhancements offered by
commercial services is two-factor authentication (2FA) [5, 7,
8, 11, 15]. Although 2FA has strengthened password security,
it requires the use of other devices, SMS numbers, or email
addresses in addition to the password input, which makes it
trickier to use than a simple password.

Another technology that has attracted attention for pass-
wordless authentication is Web Authentication (WebAu-
thn) [14], which is a W3C standard. By using WebAuthn,
various authentication methods can be provided to users when
they log in to a website. Biometrics such as fingerprints are in-
creasingly considered viable alternatives to passwords among
these authentication methods.

In 2018, our website 1 became the first commercial portal
in the world to adopt WebAuthn in response to the problem
of user passwords. Our users can log in using fingerprint au-
thentication instead of passwords. In particular, on Android
smartphones, it is possible to selectively adopt a screen un-
locking method such as a fingerprint-based one that users
can utilize on a daily basis as a login method. However, not
all users have chosen to log in without a password, and we
assume there must be certain usability barriers users feel that
prevent them from adopting the new method. We conducted
this study to clarify what these might be.

To this end, we conducted an observation study to inves-
tigate the usability of WebAuthn registration and authentica-
tion using Android smartphones and clarified the challenges
we need to solve so that users feel more comfortable using
WebAuthn-based fingerprint authentication in a passwordless
fashion. Our WebAuthn server can provide consumer users
with various authentication methods that can be accessed by
WebAuthn. In this study we focus on the Android phone,
where fingerprint authentication is currently available via the
WebAuthn API.

1https://www.yahoo.co.jp/
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2 Methodology

We conducted an observation study in November 2019 to fig-
ure out the challenges facing users when they register authen-
ticators for passwordless authentication with our WebAuthn-
based services.
Recruitment. We requested a research firm to recruit Android
smartphone users who had never completed the WebAuthn
registration for our authentication service or who had tried but
failed the setup process for some reason. We also requested
them to gather as close to the same proportion of males and
females in well-balanced age ranges as possible so we could
obtain views from various angles. Eventually, the participants
who agreed to the conditions of this study visited our office
for an interview.
Demographics and Profiles. Five females and five males
participated in our study. The research firm collected their
personal information including gender, age, occupation, and
profession (see Table 1).

Table 1: Demographics and profiles of participants (n = 10)

Category Participants
Gender Male P2, P3, P5, P6, P8

Female P1, P4, P7, P9, P10
Age 20–29 P3, P4, P6

30–39 P1, P8, P10
40–49 P5, P7
50–59 P2, P9

Occupation Employed P1-P10
Profession IT-related P7

Non-IT-related P1–P6, P8–P10

The far right row lists which participants correspond to
which item. All ten participants are represented as partici-
pant n (Pn, 1 ≤ n ≤ 10).
Study Design and Process. Our study consisted of an inter-
view and a test for each participant. A moderator asked each
participant to set up the WebAuthn registration from his/her
own Android smartphone by using his/her account for our
service. During this time, the moderator observed the partic-
ipant to ascertain whether he/she faced any barriers during
the WebAuthn registration process. Figure 1 shows a series of
screenshots2 that appeared to the users during the registration
process on our WebAuthn-enabled service, which has been
commercially deployed. Tap the red frame in the figure to
move to the next screen.
Limitations. The study population was collected by the re-
search firm and limited to a small number of participants who
did not represent all possible age ranges. Also, the participants

2To avoid any misunderstanding due to language differences, we’ve added
English explanations to the screenshots on our site. Gray areas indicate parts
that are hidden in consideration of advertisement copyright, as this is a
commercial service.

were limited to users who had failed or never attempted the
setup process for WebAuthn-based biometric authentication.
Thus, the study results that we obtained are not generalizable
from the above perspectives.

(a) Top page of our
website

(b) Settings menu (c) “Account info”
page

(d) “Login and secu-
rity” page

(e) “Login with fin-
gerprint/face” page

(f) “Verify your iden-
tity” dialog

(g) “Register your
device” dialog

(h) “Registration
completed” dialog

Figure 1: WebAuthn registration process

3 Results

We analyzed the results obtained through the study following
the process described in Section 2.
Objective Analysis. We set three goals (G1–G3) to evaluate
the user experience of participants during this study.
G1: Unlocking smartphone. The participant can unlock the
screen of his/her smartphone by using his/her fingerprint with-
out failure and without using other methods. The participant
can discover and access the webpage that starts registering
the authenticator, as shown in Fig. 1(e). G2: Completing
authenticator registration. The participant can successfully
register the authenticator by him/herself without the mod-
erator’s help. To achieve this goal, the participant needs to
achieve user verification (see Fig. 1(f)).
G3: Completing login using registered authenticator. The
participant can log in using the registered authenticator after
logout. To achieve this goal, G2, that is, authenticator registra-
tion, needs to be completed first. Thus, the moderator helped



participants complete the authenticator setup if they could
not do so by themselves and explained how to log out of our
service. The number of participants who achieved G1–G3
was ten, three, and nine, respectively.
G1 Analysis. All participants were familiar with the screen
lock using fingerprints before they performed the task in this
study and could unlock their phones without failure. Several
participants had previously been taught by other people how
to unlock with fingerprints.
G2 Analysis. Regarding G2, we had a noteworthy result that
attracted our attention: namely, only three participants suc-
cessfully completed the WebAuthn registration process by
themselves. This was mostly as we had expected because
we had solicited participants who had no experience with
successful WebAuthn setup, as described in Section 2.

Seven participants could not hold their fingers over the
sensor, despite being required to perform the same opera-
tions as needed to use the screen lock. They all tapped the
fingerprint-like icon on the dialog box (see Fig. 1(f)) dis-
played by the WebAuthn function of their Android smart-
phones even though they were all accustomed to unlocking
their screen by using their fingerprint, as confirmed by the
result of G1. Their behavior was classified into two types. In
the first type, the participant noticed he/she had encountered
an error immediately after tapping the icon on the screen and
then properly touched the fingerprint sensor. This type of
behavior is described in the following comment.

P6: “I was lost for a moment. Since the icon was
displayed in front of it, I wondered if I should tap
it. I saw that there was no fingerprint sensor on the
screen, so I tapped this real fingerprint sensor.”

In the second type of behavior, they did not realize that
tapping the icon would be inappropriate for user verification
until the moderator gave them some help. For example, P1
not only tapped the fingerprint-like icon but also kept tapping
it until the moderator helped her solve the problem. During
this time, she made the following comment:

P1: “I’m tapping with my middle finger because I
have registered this finger for screen unlock.”

P7 also tapped the icon and could not proceed to the next
step. Thus, the moderator advised her to read the text shown in
the dialog box. Although she already used the fingerprint sen-
sor in her daily life (as revealed in the result for G1), she did
not seem to understand what the word “sensor” indicated. Ul-
timately, she could not complete the authenticator registration
without the help of the moderator.

P7: “I don’t know about the sensor. I only know
this (tapping the fingerprint icon).”

G3 Analysis. According to the results of G3, nine partici-
pants (all except P9) could log in by using their authentica-
tor without any problems once they finished registering the

authenticator and learned how to use their fingerprints for
WebAuthn-based passwordless authentication.
System Usability Scale Analysis. We used the SUS calcula-
tion method [3] to calculate the SUS scores for quantitative
evaluation of the usability of WebAuthn-based fingerprint
authentication. The SUS scores for P1–P10 were 15.0, 67.5,
70.0, 57.5, 67.5, 60.0, 47.5, 87.5, 72.5, and 90.0, respectively.
According to acceptability ranges 3 when using SUS [1], the
average SUS score of 63.5 indicates “Marginal high.” In this
study, the score reveals that WebAuthn-based fingerprint au-
thentication was generally well received by the participants.
Subjective Comment Analysis. Among the many questions
asked by the moderator during the interviews with each partic-
ipant, we analyzed the following five, as the answers provided
us with insight on how to encourage users to change from
password to passwordless authentication.

Q1: Do you reuse passwords at multiple sites? (Yes: 80%
= 8/10)

Q2: Did you know that you can login through fingerprint
authentication on our site? (Yes: 90% = 9/10)

Q3: Are you willing to use your fingerprint to login? (Yes:
60% = 6/10)

Q4: Did you read the text in the dialog box that appeared
when you registered the authenticator? (Yes: 100% = 9/9)

Q5: Will you continue to use fingerprint-based authentica-
tion for login? (Yes: 88% = 8/9)

According to Q2, most of the participants knew that finger-
prints could be used to log in to our site, but Q3 indicated that
recognizing this did not necessarily mean the users intended
to do it. When a participant was confused about registration,
the moderator’s first form of help was to read them the dialog
text. Participants who did not directly touch the fingerprint
sensor complained about the text. When a participant was
confused about registration, the moderator’s first form of help
was to read the dialog text. Participants who did not directly
touch the fingerprint sensor complained about the text.

P3: “There is a fingerprint mark where ‘Touch the
fingerprint sensor’ is written.”

P7: “At least it is easier to read ‘Touch the finger-
print sensor’ than ‘Touch the fingerprint lock of
your device’.”

4 Discussion

Our analysis of the results in Section 3 revealed that
WebAuthn-based passwordless authentication has the poten-
tial to provide users with high usability.

According to the results of the subjective common analysis,
many participants expressed their desire to use fingerprint

3SUS scores of 100–70, 70–61, 61–50, and 50–0 respectively indicate
“Acceptable,” “Marginal high,” “Marginal low,” and “Not acceptable” (Bangor
et al.).



authentication (Q3) and their affirmative intention to continu-
ously use it once they experienced its benefits (Q5). Service
providers can offer users a convenient authentication method
as an alternative to passwords in terms of security as well, as
most participants reused their passwords (Q1).

However, our analysis also unveiled significant imped-
iments that participants faced in the setup process for
WebAuthn-based passwordless authentication, as opposed
to in the login process itself, although this was not identified
in the usability studies on 2FA with security keys [4,9,12,13].

Thus, in this section we discuss Fingerprint Dialog. The
problem here is that Android provides users with a different
authentication experience than the usual screen lock. The
achievements of G1 and G2 show that the participants fre-
quently tapped their fingerprints on the icon in a way that we
did not expect, despite the fact that they routinely use their
fingerprints to unlock the screen. This shows that the dialog
prompted them to log in differently than their regular screen
lock. We also found that differences in the environment of
each participant, such as the device, Android OS version, and
fingerprint sensor position, did not affect their registration
operation.

All seven participants who tapped the icon instead of touch-
ing the sensor (G2) knew that fingerprint authentication was
available on our site (Q2), and about half (57% = 4/7) were
willing to use that feature. In other words, their expectation
toward fingerprint passwordless authentication was high.

However, most of them tried to register their phones by
tapping the icons, even though they were reading the text
displayed in the box (Q4). In addition, when logging in again
after the registration using WebAuthn, all of the participants
who tried logging in by using the fingerprint authentication
function of Android were successful, and most of them ex-
pressed their desire to continue using this feature (Q5).

Also, looking at the SUS statement items, many of the
participants gave a low score to the SUS question “I found
the various functions for fingerprint authentication were well
integrated.” This score indicates that Android’s fingerprint
authentication feature was well integrated and that the dialog
box was not appropriate for users.

For these reasons, having the characters, the icons, or both
displayed in the dialog box was misleading to the participants.
In other words, the things displayed in the box did not remind
them of the fingerprint authentication function.

5 Design Implications

The dialog box that WebAuthn-enabled Android smartphones
display during fingerprint authentication should be changed to
one that is acceptable to most users. In this study we learned
that 1) participants intuitively tapped the fingerprint-like icon
and 2) even if a participant read the text, he/she accidentally
tapped the icon. We therefore came up with the following
suggestions for the design of the dialog box display.

First, when we look at the implementation of the other
major OS, iOS, approval is required when installing a new
application. At this time, it is sometimes necessary to press
the power button twice consecutively, but depending on the
model, the button may be located at the front, side, or top
of the screen. This is similar to the various positions of the
Android fingerprint sensor, as mentioned. In iOS, the position
of these buttons is taken into account at the time of approval.
Our suggestion is that, when performing authentication with
Android WebAuthn, we can help users by pointing to the
fingerprint sensor for each device.

Another suggestion comes from the feedback of the partic-
ipants. A user who had never touched the fingerprint sensor
before made the following comment.

Moderator: “Did you not touch the fingerprint sen-
sor because there was a mark like a fingerprint?”
P3: “There is a fingerprint mark where ‘Touch the
fingerprint sensor’ is written.”

Participants could think of this as recognizing the “sensor”
as pointing to a fingerprint icon. In that case, could this icon
be made more abstract, or have its display removed, to help
them succeed at fingerprint authentication more smoothly?
We imagine that different actions are required for the partic-
ipant’s usual screen lock and WebAuthn authentication, so
we feel it would be appropriate to display an icon other than
the fingerprint icon to remind users of the screen lock. For
example, replacing the icon with the person who has unlocked
the screen may be sufficient.

6 Conclusion

To explore the usability of passwordless authentication for
consumer users, we conducted an observation study on We-
bAuthn registration and authentication for our WebAuthn-
based server using WebAuthn-enabled Android smartphones
equipped with fingerprint sensors. Our study revealed signifi-
cant impediments to properly setting up fingerprint authenti-
cators in the WebAuthn registration process. The dialog box
displayed by Android smartphones misled many participants
in our study to tap the fingerprint-like icon on the screen in-
stead of touching the fingerprint sensor on their phones, even
though screen unlock was a routine task for them. There is
a possibility that the dialog box will affect the usability of
user authentication because it is displayed for users who ac-
cess any sites that deploy WebAuthn, not just our site, with
WebAuthn-enabled Android smartphones.
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